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Why is checkweighing necessary?
A checkweigher is a system that weighs items as they pass through the production
line, classifies the items by the preset weight zones, and sorts the items based on
the classification. It weighs, classifies, and segregates the products on the basis of
the weight. Checkweigher is a very important component of the quality control and
quality check processes, as it acts as a type of “policeman” on the packaging line. It
protects against unacceptable under or overweight packages from reaching the
customers. There are several international regulations for net content of packages
for wholesalers and retailers. Several laws are highly specific to ensure that the right
number of packages are being inspected. Organizations that do not conform to these
regulations may have to;
Ÿ “Stop sale” or “off sale” the orders, which means that the products cannot be sold

until they are officially released by the particular jurisdiction.
Ÿ Re-weigh or remark every single product of the lot, until all the labels have been
corrected, only then can the product be offered for sale
Ÿ All the products of the lot can be permanently confiscated.
Adhering to the right application of check-weighing help the manufacturer in eliminating
legal problems, as well as consumer complaints. A well maintained checkweigher helps to
avoid the costs of overweight products, and maintain the accuracy of average fill weight
New innovative checkweighers have more detailed quality assurance features;
• Checking for open flaps on cartons and cases
• Missing caps
• Checking for barcode labels
• Metal contaminants
A checkweigher can weigh
almost any produced item,
ranging from items weighing
at a few grams, to several
hundred kilos.
Checkweighers are highly
useful to check
the volume and weight of
packaged food items.

My experience at E-Global
by Lajja Shah

I have been working with E-Global since last 3 years. It has been a great experience
here. Over the years, I have always been given new tasks to be carried out inside the
organization. These tasks involved challenges where I needed to get out of my comfort
zone. These tasks have helped me grow as a person, brain storm about them and find a
way to finish them. But one thing is there for sure that whenever/wherever I am stuck, the
organization has always supported me and helped me get a solution for the same.
They have been very helping as the organization treats everyone as their family. I had
joined as a fresher, and I was treated as an equal part of the team since then itself. My
suggestions and ideas were considered by the team and the management, and that
really improved my confidence in my skills and work ethic, and made me want to work
even harder. I am proud to be a part of this team!
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Quality assurance and quality control, which is now
one of the biggest part of FMCG production, actually
originated in the World War II. All the ammunition and
equipment that was meant to be used by the soldiers,
had to be adequately tested and checked to ensure
that the performance was up to par.
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